
GRAPHIC DESIGN 

WEB PACKAGES - PLATINUM

What’s included?

Let’s get this business moving to the top! This package is perfect if you want 
it all. Shop window, ecommerce, blogs and SEO implementation. Get a 

professional-looking website that engages with your customers.

FREE 1 hour consultation
- tell me your requirements
- arrange a deadline
- outline the project

What do I get?
A FREE 1 hour consultation in person or online
Let me know what you need, what I can do for you and when you need it by.

Wireframe
It’s important to have a clear outline of what you want to say and where. We’ll go 
through all your content together and suggest ways in which you can display this 
clearly and effectively to your customers. A very important exercise whether from 
scratch or for an existing site.

Domain Name
We can arrange this for you (cost of set up not included as this varies per provider).

Wireframe - what 
goes where?

Online Shop Blog

Domain Name

SEO  
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Bespoke 
Graphics

???.com

SEO



Arrange wix.com Account
Who are wix? Wix is a free website builder. We will get you set up and trained to use 
this very accessible platform so that after we have designed and implemented your 
new website - you can maintain it afterwards at no further cost. You won’t have to keep 
coming back to a designer for help and updates. 

Create Pages
We will build up to 20 pages on your site so you can be up and running fast. 

Bespoke Graphics
Need non-stock imagery or icons? We’ll create and implement those for you.

Online Shop
Layout and set up of online shop.

Blog
Layout and set up of blog area

SEO Implementation
Keywords and data added across your site to get noticed in searches.

Note about content: Please provide all copy. You know your business best so don’t 
get overwhelmed with having to write something - we’re here to make sense of it and 
show it off!

How much?
£700 (£350 initial payment with £350 on delivery of final site)

FAQs
How long does this work take?
Depending on availabilty in the studio we can complete your work within 6 weeks.


